Don’t Compromise Your Ambition:
Innovative Solutions to Advance
CAR-T Discovery and Development

turning science into solutions

Solutions for CAR-T therapy
discovery and development

Sample
preparation

In vitro assays, selection,
activation, and transduction

Expansion of
cell populations

Characterization

The CAR-T therapy discovery and development process
has many steps during which results must remain as
uncompromised as possible, such as:
• Early in vitro assays deploying specific tumor cell
models.
• Vector choice for viral gene transfer.
• Imaging and flow cytometry to assess biological
responses.
• In vivo studies in animals.

IncuCyte® Live-Cell
Analysis System

• Clinical trials involving human subjects.
The process starts with foundational elements like
proper pipetting technique and aseptic cell culture
conditions for confidence that cultures are free from
contaminating agents. It doesn’t stop there. Every step
benefits from equipment, technology, and assays
specifically developed to deliver safety and productivity.
Sartorius offers comprehensive and complementary
solutions to help you trust your therapy. We invite you
to learn how we can support your CAR-T therapy
discovery and development efforts.

Intellicyt iQue® Platform

MYCAP® CCX Cell
Expansion System

Virus Counter® Platform

Don’t Compromise Your Ambition
We know you need to trust your therapy. We
believe your goal is to achieve results that are
reproducible, publishable, and actionable, resulting
in breakthrough therapy. That’s why we strive to
provide innovative solutions for your needs, from
biomarker identification to production. We want
to ensure you develop the safest CAR-T product,
with high levels of productivity, and that you never
compromise your ambition.
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BIOSTAT® RM TX Bioreactor

Picus®/Tacta®
Pipettes and Tips

Microsart® Rapid
Detection Kits
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Sample preparation:
precision, performance, and
safety for maximum
confidence in results
Sample preparation is a delicate process. The integrity
of the sample must be maintained so you can trust your
results. This is important when working with the
patient-derived cultures that will become CAR-T cells
and when preparing samples used for in vitro assays to
assess immune cell killing, phagocytosis, apoptosis, and
more.

Product Spotlight:
Picus® and Tacta® Pipettes

Mechanical vs Electronic Pipette
% Random Error
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Pipetting has a significant influence on cell health and result
reliability. Sartorius offers precision pipettes and tips for
reproducible liquid transfer in a variety of volume ranges.
Selecting a multichannel pipette will speed up your work and
improve cell well-being by reducing the time outside the
incubator. The award-winning electronic Picus and manual
Tacta pipettes guarantee the best pipetting ergonomics. The
electronic functions of the Picus pipette reduce variability
between users, for more reproducible liquid transfer.
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Use of electronic pipettes reduces random error
generated by inexperienced users.

Sartorius offers a variety of solutions to assist with
sample preparation.
• Multi-functional electronic Picus® and dependable
manual Tacta® pipettes ensure reliable liquid transfer.
• The IncuCyte® Live Cell Analysis System with realtime imaging and analysis capabilities delivers
dependable data.

Relevant Applications
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• The Virus Counter® Platform enables rapid, precise,
biologically relevant viral particle quantification.

Product Spotlight:
Virus Counter® Platform
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CAR-T viral vector quantification has never been easier or
faster than with the Virus Counter Platform. Measure total
virus particles quickly and reproducibly to enable in vitro
assays. ViroTag® no-wash assays for lentivirus, AAV, and other
viruses minimize variability and enable confidence over
traditional methods.
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Purified sample

ViroTag VSV G reagent was used to quantify VSV-G
pseudotyped Lentivirus samples (crude and purified). CV for
Virus Counter platform measurements were 9% and 14%;
for p24 ELISA, CVs were >50% for crude and purified sample.

Relevant Applications
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Selection, activation,
transduction, and in vitro
assays: trust in data
translates into confidence
in results
The processes of transforming T cells into CAR-T cells,
and all associated assays, require a high degree of
confidence in the data you generate. Because patient
safety and time-to-result are top priorities, you need
solutions that deliver the most reproducible biologically
relevant results from your cell transformation efforts
and in vitro assays.
Sartorius offers innovative technologies to enable
these processes.
• The IncuCyte® Live-Cell Analysis System supports
kinetic visualization and analysis of immune cell
activation, chemotaxis, phagocytosis and cell killing,
to reveal the dynamic interactions between immune
and cancer cells.

Product Spotlight:
IncuCyte® System and
IncuCyte® Live-Cell Assays
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Achieve insights into the cellular processes with reliable,
quantitative data. Enjoy real-time continuous automated
imaging and analysis of cell health and viability, CAR-T cell
homing (chemotaxis), activation (T cell proliferation and
clustering), immune cell killing assays, and antibody mediated
phagocytosis, in a physiologically relevant environment that
does not require you to be in the laboratory for every
datapoint. Automatically capture and analyze images of living
2D and 3D cell cultures in real time, with non-perturbing
reagents and without removing cells from your incubator.

Image-based chemotactic-driven cell migration assay
to evaluate immune cell motility.

Relevant Applications

• The Intellicyt® iQue Platform enables high
throughput analysis of immune cell profiling with
minimal sample volume and rapid results, in real
time and without compromising your cell cultures.

QBeads: 11 cytokines
T-Cell activation
IL-4
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IL-6
MIP-1a
IL-10
MIP-1b
IL-17A
sFasL
GM-CSF
IFNg
TNFa

13 cellular endpoints
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CD3+ %
CD4+ %
CD8+ %
CD19+ %
Naive T helper %
Effector T helper %

In vitro assays, selection,
activation, transduction

Characterization

Product Spotlight:
Intellicyt iQue3® Platform
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Sample preparation
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Achieve high throughput analysis of immune cell profiling
easily, quickly, and reproducibly. Screen for immune cell
killing, and perform immunophenotyping, cytokine profiling,
and cytotoxicity assays. The combination of speed and
miniaturization, with powerful multi-parametric data analysis
and visualization, gives you actionable results from as little as
only 1 µL of sample, in record time.
The Intellicyt iQue platform and ForeCyt® Software enable highthroughput analysis of T cell phenotype and function in the
same well. Performing both of these analyses simultaneously
saves precious samples and provides greater biological
relevance than performing separate assays. With highthroughput sample processing and analysis, and the ability to
quickly analyze data on multiple parameters, the iQue is ideal
for immuno-oncology and cell therapy applications.

Workflow for high-content multifaceted data for understanding T
cell activation profiles, using the Intellicyt iQue® platform and
ForeCyt® Software.

Relevant Applications
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Cell expansion:
Contaminant-free systems,
walk-away capabilities,
and reproducibility
Part of the CAR-T discovery and development process is
expansion to a scale that will enable additional in vitro
and preclinical tests. Your ambition is to maintain the
integrity of the cells throughout this process. We want
to ensure that you have the best tools and technologies
to accomplish this, and that you don’t compromise
your ambition.

Product Spotlight:
MYCAP® CCX Cell Expansion System
The combination of integral tubing for aseptic transfer and a
gas exchange cartridge for cell growth and cell expansion
enables safe and repeatable expansion outside the biosafety
cabinet. Grow your cultures to a larger scale to support key
preclinical and clinical studies and cGMP manufacturing.

Sartorius helps you achieve confidence in your cell
expansion efforts with innovative, scalable technologies.
• The MYCAP® CCX Cell Expansion System supports
aseptic cell expansion from vial to bioreactor in shake
flasks outside of the biosafety cabinet.
• The BIOSTAT® RM TX Bioreactor enables GMP
compliant production.

Relevant Application

Expansion of cell
populations

Product Spotlight:
BIOSTAT® RM TX Bioreactor
The BIOSTAT® RM TX Bioreactor is designed for scale-out
expansion of cells including patient-specific T cells. This closed
system consists of an automated control unit and up to two
rocking platforms for gentle agitation of single-use Flexsafe®
RM TX bags. The GMP compliant wave-mixed bioreactor
enables ex vivo expansion of autologous T cells and features
online biomass measurement. It saves labor, time and effort
with manual sampling, and minimizes contamination risks to
precious patient cells.

Relevant Application
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Expansion of cell
populations
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Cell characterization,
quality assurance, and
quality control to ensure
safety and confidence
Throughout the CAR-T therapy discovery and
development process, cell characterization and safety
measures must be implemented and documented
thoroughly. These processes are often time-sensitive,
so rapid solutions are important. Real-time screening
and analysis solutions enable continuous phenotypic
and functional analysis over time, and contaminantfree systems coupled with rapid testing options help
ensure safety.
Don’t compromise your ambition. Gain trust in your
cell characterization and quality efforts by using the
best equipment and software available.
• The IncuCyte® Live-Cell Analysis System allows you to
continually visualize and analyze the health and
integrity of your cell cultures.
®

• The Intellicyt iQue Platform enables rapid
characterization with minimal sample volumes.
• The Virus Counter® Platform can be used to assess the
quality and quantity of your viral particles to support
process development.
• Microsart® ATMP rapid real-time PCR mycoplasma
and bacterial detection kits and Microsart®
mycoplasma qPCR detection assays enable fast, easy
contaminant detection for assurance of patient
safety prior to treatment.

Product Spotlight:
Microsart® ATMP Rapid Real-time PCR Mycoplasma/Bacterial
Detection Kits and Microsart® Mycoplasma qPCR Detection Assays
Microsart® assays are a rapid, specific, and sensitive method for contaminant detection during CAR-T
cell characterization. Unique and highly specific TaqMan® qPCR assays are validated according to the
International Pharmacopeia and increase patient safety prior to treatment. Confidently generate
actionable, reproducible results in hours, not days.

Relevant Applications
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Explore our solutions for CAR-T therapy
discovery and development
With CAR-T cell therapy research and development,
every detail counts. By maximizing the probability of
success and minimizing failure rates, we ultimately
help with overall cost and time-to-market reductions.
For both autologous and allogeneic CAR-T therapies,
numerous challenges present themselves at different
stages of the discovery and development workflow,
among them target antigen selection, on-/off-target
screening, CAR delivery, appropriate tumor cell lines,
animal models and clinical relevance, tumor
heterogeneity, immune escape, expansion and
persistence, neurotoxicity, and cytokine release
syndrome.

Sartorius supports and enables scientists in their quest
to develop the next generation of CAR-T therapies.
We provide thoughtful solutions to increase speed
and throughput, decrease costs, and allow validation
of results via multiparametric methods. We improve
product safety and increase trust in the global body
of knowledge by providing scientific instrumentation
(flow cytometers, imagers) and equipment and
consumables (pipettes & tips, detection kits, and
more) of the highest quality and peak functionality.
We invite you to explore our solutions at

www.sartorius.com/car-t-research

To address this high degree of complexity and the
inherently ever-evolving nature of cancer biology,
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Description

Picus® Pipettes

Electronic pipette available in 1, 8, and 12-channel options, with volumes
ranging from 0.2 µl to 1200 µl.

Tacta® Pipettes

Mechanical pipette available in 1, 8, and 12-channel options. Single-channel
models cover a volume range of 0.1 µl to 10,000 µl, and multichannel models
a range of 0.5 µl to 300 µl.

Virus Counter®
Platform

Rapid quantification of total virus particles in three minutes per sample with
no-wash assays using ComboDye® and ViroTag® reagents.

IncuCyte® Live-Cell
Analysis System

Automatically acquire and analyze images around the clock, over days, weeks
or months, from inside your incubator using non-perturbing reagents, to
derive deeper and more physiologically relevant information about cell health,
proliferation, function, movement and morphology.

Intellicyt iQue®
Platform

Rapid multi-parametric analysis of immune cell killing, cytokine profiling,
cytotoxicity assays and more. Uses MultiCyt® kits with optimized reagents.

MYCAP® CCX Cell
Expansion System

Reliable aseptic cell culture expansion from vial to bioreactor in the open
space of your workbench.

BIOSTAT® RM TX
Bioreactor

Safe, robust cell production in a closed, automated system; maximizes cell
recovery with hands-free, walk-away capabilities.

Microsart® Rapid
Detection Kits

Rapid, specific, and sensitive detection of mycoplasma and other bacteria.

To order or for information regarding reagents, kits, and consumables compatible with the above instruments,
contact your Sartorius representative or visit www.sartorius.com/car-t-research.

Discover our CAR-T solutions at www.sartorius.com/car-t-research
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